Abstract. The paper studies the gathering problem on grid networks. A team of robots placed at different nodes of a grid, have to meet at some node and remain there. Robots operate in Look-Compute-Move cycles; in one cycle, a robot perceives the current configuration in terms of occupied nodes (Look), decides whether to move towards one of its neighbors (Compute), and in the positive case makes the computed move instantaneously (Move). Cycles are performed asynchronously for each robot. The problem has been deeply studied for the case of ring networks. However, the known techniques used on rings cannot be directly extended to grids. Moreover, on rings, another assumption concerning the so-called multiplicity detection capability was required in order to accomplish the gathering task. That is, a robot is able to detect during its Look operation whether a node is empty, or occupied by one robot, or occupied by an undefined number of robots greater than one. In this paper, we provide a full characterization about gatherable configurations for grids. In particular, we show that in this case, the multiplicity detection is not required. Very interestingly, sometimes the problem appears trivial, as it is for the case of grids with both odd sides, while sometimes the involved techniques require new insights with respect to the well-studied ring case. Moreover, our results reveal the importance of a structure like the grid that allows to overcome the multiplicity detection with respect to the ring case.
Introduction
anonymous grid networks where anonymous, asynchronous and oblivious robots can move according to the so-called Look-Compute-Move cycles [3] . In each cycle, a robot takes a snapshot of the current global configuration (Look), then, based on the perceived configuration, decides either to stay idle or to move to one of its adjacent nodes (Compute), and in the latter case it makes an instantaneous move to this neighbor (Move). Cycles are performed asynchronously for each robot. This means that the time between Look, Compute, and Move operations is finite but unbounded, and is decided by the adversary for each robot. Hence, robots may move based on significantly outdated perceptions. Robots are oblivious, i.e., they do not have any memory of past observations. Thus, the target node (which is either the current position of the robot or one of its neighbors) is decided by the robot during a Compute operation solely on the basis of the location of other robots perceived during the Look operation. Robots are anonymous and execute the same deterministic algorithm. They cannot leave any marks at visited nodes, nor send any messages to other robots. We remark that the Look operation provides the robots with the entire grid configuration concerning occupied nodes. That is, a robot perceives whether a node of the grid is occupied or not, but it cannot distinguish how many robots reside on an occupied node.
Related Work and Our Results. The problem of making mobile entities meet on graphs [3] [4] [5] [6] or open spaces [1, 7, 8] has been extensively studied in the last decades. When only two robots are involved, the problem is usually referred to as the rendezvous [5, [9] [10] [11] .Under the Look-Compute-Move model, many problems have been addressed, like the graph exploration and the perpetual graph exploration [12] [13] [14] [15] , while the rendezvous problem has been proven to be unfeasible on rings [3] .
Concerning the gathering under the Look-Compute-Move model, much work has been done in the last years for the ring topology. It has been proven that the gathering is unsolvable if the robots are not empowered by the so-called multiplicity detection capability [3] , either in its global/strong or local/weak version. In the former type, a robot is able to perceive whether any node of the network is occupied by a single robot or more than one (i.e., a multiplicity occurs). In the latter type, a robot is able to perceive the multiplicity only if it is part of it.
Using the global multiplicity detection, different types of configurations have required different approaches. In particular, periodicity and symmetry arguments have been exploited. In a ring, a configuration is called periodic if it is invariable under non-trivial (i.e., non-complete) rotations. A configuration is called symmetric if the ring has a geometrical axis of symmetry that reflects single robots into single robots, multiplicities into multiplicities, and empty nodes into empty nodes. In [3] , it is proven that, even with the global multiplicity detection, the gathering is unsolvable for two robots, for periodic configurations and for those symmetric configurations where the axis of symmetry passes through two edges. Then, several algorithms have been proposed for different kinds of initial configurations, in detail: for the case of odd number of robots and that of asymmetric configurations [3] , for symmetric configurations with an even number of robots greater than 18 [16] , and for 4 and 6 robots [17, 18] .
Using the local multiplicity detection in a ring, in [19] it is shown that a configuration is gatherable if k < n 2 , while in [20] , the case where k is odd and smaller than n − 5 is studied, where n and k are the number of nodes and robots, respectively. The remaining cases are still open.
In this paper, we fully characterize the gathering on grids. We show that the multiplicity detection capability is not needed. In particular, we show that even if the global multiplicity detection is assumed, a configuration is ungatherable only if it is periodic (i.e., the same view can be obtained by rotating the grid around its geometric center of an angle smaller than 360 degrees) on a grid with at least an even side, or it is symmetric with the axis of symmetry passing through edges. For all the other cases, we provide a gathering algorithm which does not require any multiplicity detection except for configurations on 2×2 grids with three robots where the local multiplicity detection would be helpful.
To our knowledge, the grid topology is the least structured class of graphs that permits to avoid the multiplicity detection assumption. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that in our solutions many robots can move concurrently, instead of just one or two as it was for the ring case.
Definitions and Notation
We consider an anonymous and undirected grid of m × n nodes, with m ≥ n. Initially, each node is occupied by at most one robot. The total number of robots is denoted by k. During a Look operation, a robot perceives the relative locations on the grid of occupied nodes, regardless of the number of robots on a node.
The current configuration of the system can be described in terms of the view of a robot r which is performing the Look operation at the current moment. We denote a configuration seen by r as an m × n matrix M on elements in the set {0, 1}. Value 0 represents an empty node, and 1 represents an occupied node. Note that, if one node is occupied by more than one robot, it is not perceived by the robots, even if they reside on such a node. Since the grid is anonymous and undirected, each robot can perceive the current configuration with respect to different rotations and reflections leading to any view of the grid satisfying the m × n dimension. In particular, when m = n each of the 4 rotations and 4 reflections provides a feasible view. 
Gathering algorithms
In this section, we distinguish among different cases concerning the grid structure. In particular, if the grid has both sides odd, the gathering is easily solvable.
If only one side is odd, there are some ungatherable cases. However, the impossibility results do not depend on the assumed multiplicity detection capability. If both sides are even, the gathering strategy relies on the multiplicity detection only if the input grid has size 2×2 and there are three robots, otherwise there is no need of such a capability.
Odd×odd grids
This case is trivially solvable, in fact: 
Odd×even grids
In this case, the gathering is not always feasible. In fact, similarly to the ring case on periodic or symmetric configurations of type edge-edge [3] , we can prove:
Theorem 2. If a configuration C is periodic, or symmetric with respect to an axis passing through edges (i.e., dividing the grid into two halves from the even side), then C is ungatherable.
In what follows, we assume that the starting configuration does not belong to the ungatherable configurations specified by the above theorem. Then, we provide an algorithm achieving the gathering without multiplicity detection in all the remaining cases. The idea is to distinguish among the two nodes that are the central nodes of the odd borders of the grid. If m (n, resp.) is odd, then the two mentioned nodes are given by positions M [1,
, m], resp.). The line connecting those two nodes will be denoted as the NS line. One of the two extreme nodes on the NS line will be the place where the gathering is finalized, eventually. In order to select the gathering node, a robot considers the line passing through the central edges of the even sides of the grid (denoted as the EW line) dividing the grid into two halves. The idea is to distinguish a north and a south part among the two halves and the gathering node will be the one in the north half. The north is the half with more nodes occupied by robots, if any. If the number of occupied nodes in the two halves is the same, then some more computations are required (see next paragraph). In both cases, the robots move from the south to the north until all the robots will be in the north part. Note that, during such a stage, if multiplicities are created in the south, then the number of occupied nodes decreases with respect to the north part. If multiplicities are created in the north, it means that a robot has moved from the south to the north part, still preserving the required distinction.
In order to distinguish the north from the south in the case of configurations with the same number of robots among the two halves obtained by the EW line, a robot associates to each configuration C a binary string as follows. Starting from each corner of the grid, and proceeding in the direction parallel to the NS line, a robot records the elements of M row by row, or column by column (according to the direction specified by the NS line). Once it has computed the four strings, it associates to C the lexicographically largest one. For instance, starting from corner M [1, 1] , and assuming m odd, the corresponding binary string would be composed by the sequence Proof. If the equal strings correspond to the view of C starting from two symmetric corners with respect to the EW line, then C would be symmetric with respect to the EW line. In fact, from Definition 2, this would correspond to a reflection of the grid with respect to the EW line. But, from Theorem 2, it would imply that C is ungatherable. If the equal strings correspond to the view of C starting from two corners residing on one of the two diagonals of the grid, then C would be periodic. In fact, from Definition 1, this would correspond to a rotation of the grid of 180 degrees, again despite C being gatherable. Then, no more than two strings can be equal as otherwise one of the above situations would occur. It follows that either the four strings are all different among themselves, or there are two pairs of equal strings, one of which corresponds to the lexicographically largest ones. Moreover, both correspond to the view of C starting from two symmetric corners with respect to the NS line.
From the above lemma, we define the gathering node as the one residing on the same odd side where the corner(s) providing the lexicographically largest string resides. Moreover, the gathering node will determine also the directions along the NS line: We say that the gathering node resides on the north pole.
Theorem 3. Configurations on odd×even grids that are aperiodic and do not admit an axis of symmetry passing through edges are always gatherable.
Proof. Once the gathering node has been unambiguously identified by a robot during its Compute operation, if the robot resides on the half grid where the south pole is, with respect to the EW line, then it moves towards the north. Note that, each time a robot in the southern half of the grid performs such a movement, the gathering node cannot change. In fact, two cases can occur: 1) the number of occupied nodes decreases in the southern part of the grid, either because a robot moves to the northern part or because a multiplicity is created; 2) the string associated to the corners in the south are decreasing due to the robots' movements, and hence the corresponding strings defining the current configuration starting from the northern corners are increasing. This clearly leaves unchanged the direction on the NS line. Note that the corner to which the lexicographically largest string was associated might change during the described process but the only option is the other corner on the same odd side of the original one, hence preserving the direction on the NS line. By keeping on moving in the described way, all the robots will reach the northern part, eventually. The case in which a subset of robots from a multiplicity move, increasing the number of occupied nodes, does not require any special treatment. In fact, since the initial configuration does not contain multiplicities, either the minimality of the number of robots in one half of the grid is preserved, or case 2) still ensures that the lexicographically largest string is associated to a corner in the north.
Once all the robots belong to one half of the grid, then they are allowed to move, during their Move operation, towards the gathering node. In fact, such a node is now well-defined and cannot change as the robots are not allowed to move to the other half of the grid.
Even×even grids
In this section, we study the case of grids whose sides are both even. Also in this case, by Theorem 2, there are some configurations which are ungatherable, namely the periodic configurations and those configurations having a vertical or a horizontal axis of symmetry. We show that all the other cases are gatherable without any multiplicity detection, but for the case of 2×2 grids.
Theorem 4. Let us consider a 2×2 grid with more than one node occupied. If the multiplicity detection is not allowed, then any configuration is ungatherable. If the local multiplicity detection is allowed, a configuration is gatherable if and only if it has three nodes occupied.
Proof. Clearly, a 2×2 grid equals a ring of dimension four. Hence, any ungatherable configuration on a ring of four nodes is ungatherable on a 2×2 grid. In particular, configurations with two or four nodes occupied are ungatherable even with the global multiplicity detection and configurations with three nodes occupied are ungatherable if the multiplicity detection is not allowed [3] .
Finally, we show that a configuration is gatherable with the local multiplicity detection if three nodes are occupied. Consider the following algorithm: 1. move the robot in between the other two occupied nodes arbitrarily; 2. move the robot not in the multiplicity towards the other occupied node.
Hence, the remaining gatherable configurations are the aperiodic, asymmetric, and those with only one axis of symmetry passing through the diagonal of a square grid of dimensions larger than 2×2. We refer to all such configurations as the set EG (Even-Gatherable). In Theorem 5, we will show that all the configurations in EG are indeed gatherable without any multiplicity detection.
In the following, we first assume that at least one node on the border of the grid is occupied. Then, in the proof of Theorem 5, we will show how to extend the given strategies to the general case. First, we give some definitions about the "reading" of grid configurations needed for the subsequent proofs. Let us consider the eight sequences of distances (number of empty nodes) between occupied nodes obtained by traversing the grid starting from the four corners and proceeding towards the two possible directions (see, e.g. Fig. 1 ). Note that the two sequences associated to a corner occupied by some robot starts with 0. We associate for each corner the lexicographically smallest sequence between the two readings from such corner. Note that, in square grids such two sequences are always different, but for the two corners through which passes the possible axis of symmetry. In rectangular grids, these two sequences can be equal but we can distinguish one of them by assuming that if two sequences are equal, the one read in the direction of the smallest side is smaller than the other.
We define the minimal sequence as follows. If the configuration is symmetric, it is the smallest sequence between the two sequences associated to the two corners through which passes the axis of symmetry, otherwise it is the smallest among the four sequences associated to the four corners. Note that, under the assumption that the configuration does not fall into the hypothesis of Theorem 2, in any case there exists a minimal sequence which identifies a single corner, unambiguously. We denote the minimal sequence as C = (q 0 , q 1 , . . . , q j ) and by c the corner which it is associated to.
An important property of our gathering strategy that we are going to present is: In all the movements used in the following results we do not allow a robot to move into a corner different from c.
Lemma 2. For any EG configuration with no corners occupied and at least one robot on the border there exists a strategy that leads to a configuration with exactly one corner occupied.
Proof. If there are no corners occupied, the idea is to reduce q 0 by moving towards c the robot (or the two robots, when the configuration is symmetric) on the border which is (are) closest to c. Note that, as we are assuming that there is at least a node on the border and that C is the minimal sequence, the robot (robots) involved in the movement towards c is (are) on the border.
In the case of symmetric configurations, we aim to move towards c the two symmetric robots on the border which are the closest ones to c. Let us denote these two robots by r and r . First of all, we prove that if only one robot moves (let us assume r), no symmetric configuration can be created and, moreover, there exists only one robot (r ) at one allowed move from a symmetric configuration. We prove this by showing that contradicting such statement would imply that, in the initial configuration, the sequence associated to the corner on the axis different from c starts with q 0 − 1 (see Fig. 2 ), which is a contradiction with respect to the minimality of C. Moving robot r may create three potential axes of symmetry which are, with respect to the drawing of Fig. 2 : a vertical, horizontal, or diagonal axis different from the original one. Let us assume that there exists a vertical axis of symmetry (see Fig. 2c ). In this case the presence of the vertical axis of symmetry and of robot r at distance q 0 −1 from c, implies the presence of robot r 1 of Fig. 2c which is specular to r with respect to the vertical axis of symmetry. Note that, in this case, q 0 − 1 < n 2 as otherwise r 1 would be closer to c than r, a contradiction. Therefore, r 1 is at distance q 0 − 1 from the upper left corner of Fig. 2c . Now, since this robot did not move, the original diagonal axis of symmetry implies the presence of a robot r 2 at distance q 0 − 1 from the lower right corner of Fig. 2c . Again, the two axes imply the presence of robots r 3 and r 4 , both at distance q 0 − 1 from the corner opposite to c, a contradiction to the minimality of C. The case of horizontal axis of symmetry is similar and it is shown in Fig. 2d . Let us now assume that there exists a diagonal axis of symmetry different from the original one (see Fig. 2e ). Such axis implies the presence of robot r 1 at distance q 0 − 1 from the corner opposite to c. Moreover, the original axis implies the presence of robot r 2 at distance q 0 − 1 from the corner opposite to c. Again, this is a contradiction to the minimality of C. Similar arguments can be used to show that there cannot exist other robots besides r at one allowed move from a symmetric configuration. Hence, in the case of symmetric configurations, or asymmetric configurations at one allowed move from symmetry, the strategy leads to the occupation of c, possibly with a pending move towards c.
In the case of asymmetric configurations, first of all the robots check whether the configuration is at one step from a symmetric configuration belonging to EG that can be obtained by the move performed by a robot (potentially corresponding to r ) on the border towards the corner c that would be obtained when the axis of symmetry occurs. We recall that, in the case of symmetric configurations, c is defined as the corner whose associated sequence is the smallest one among the two corners lying on the axis of symmetry and not among all the corners. If such a symmetry cannot be established, then c corresponds to the minimal sequence and the algorithm proceeds by reducing q 0 until it becomes 0, that is, c is occupied. In fact, if the initial configuration is asymmetric and q 0 > 1, then after reducing q 0 , the obtained configuration is again asymmetric as the minimal sequence of the new configuration starts with q 0 − 1 while any other sequence starts with at least q 0 . When the initial configuration is asymmetric and q 0 = 1, after the move, the configuration might become symmetric but with one corner occupied. In conclusion, in any case the obtained configuration has the corner c occupied, and possibly one pending move towards c.
Before showing the case of configurations in EG with two corners occupied, we need to exclude all the configurations with exactly three occupied nodes, two of which are two corners that share a coordinate, and the other one is at one node apart from another corner. See the configuration in the middle of Fig. 3 . We denote such configurations as the set 3EG2. Proof. If two corners are occupied, and the configuration is symmetric with the axis passing through the occupied corners, then one of them corresponds to c. We move the robot in the occupied corner which does not corresponds to c towards the other one, and we end up with the case of only one corner occupied.
The case where two corners are occupied, and the configuration is asymmetric or symmetric with the axis not passing through the occupied corners requires some more effort. In this case, it is risky to move the robots from the occupied corners, since if the adversary forces to move only one of them, we could not be able to recognize the possible move of the other robot which is still pending. Therefore, let d be the corner not occupied by a robot from which we read the minimal sequence D. We move towards d the first robot not in a corner that reduces D, and possibly, the symmetric one.
5 By repeating this strategy, d will be occupied by at least one robot, eventually. Arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 2 can be used to show that no symmetries different from the original one can be created. It follows that for each step in which this strategy is applied, d remains the same. The final configuration has three corners occupied and possibly one pending move towards d of a robot not in a corner.
Note that the configuration obtained after the strategy given in Lemma 3 is always in EG with possibly one pending move. Proof. First, we can restrict the set of possible grids as follows. Let us consider the minimal even×even sub-grid which is centered in the geometrical middle of the original grid and includes all the occupied nodes of it. Such minimal wrapping grid is still of type even×even and preserves the possible symmetry of the original one. Moreover, it always has at least an occupied node on the border. Our algorithm only uses such sub-grids and it never changes the size of it, i.e. it neither enlarges it by moving robots outside of it, nor it reduces it by moving the robots on the border inside. Therefore, in what follows, we can assume without loss of generality that a grid always has at least an occupied node in the border. However, the case in which the resulting wrapping grid is a 2×2 grid will be considered separately.
If no corners are occupied, we can apply Lemma 2 that leads to a configuration with one corner occupied with possibly one pending move towards c. However, such a move would have been performed also in the strategy used for the case of one corner occupied which is given in the following.
If only one corner is occupied, then it corresponds to c. In this case, all the robots move towards c by reducing the Manhattan distance to c and then achieving the gathering. We remind that the allowed movements are performed always without occupying any other corner than c.
In case two corners are occupied but the configuration is not in 3EG2, we apply the strategy of Lemma 3 and reach a configuration with one or three corners occupied. Also in this case there could be a pending move and, again, such a move would have been performed also in the strategy for one corner or three corners occupied.
If three corners are occupied, we move all the robots, but those in the corners, towards the corner that does not share any coordinate with the empty corner. This process finishes with a symmetric configuration with exactly three corners occupied. In this configuration, c is the corner on the axis of symmetry, and the other two robots move one step towards c either concurrently or alternately, until creating a configuration with only one corner occupied as shown in Fig. 3 . Note that these final steps also solve the gathering for the configurations in 3EG2.
If four corners are occupied, we move the robot which occupies the corner farthest from c in an arbitrary direction, generating a configuration where only three corners are occupied.
It remains the case where the minimal wrapping even×even sub-grid which includes all the occupied nodes of the original grid has dimension 2×2. As shown in Theorem 4, the configuration is not gatherable on this sub-grid without multiplicity detection. However, in the case of exactly three nodes occupied, we can exploit the larger dimensions of the original grid in order to avoid the multiplicity detection. The cases of two or four nodes occupied clearly remain not gatherable. The strategy is then to move the robot on the corner of the 2×2 grid which is in between the other two occupied corners towards the external row or column, arbitrarily. In doing so, we obtain the case where the minimal wrapping grid has dimension 4×4 and no corners are occupied.
